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President’s
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A Movable Prototype
While planning for my current layout, I fell in love
with rail-marine operations. While my wife was
making frequent trips to New York, I discovered
Weehawken and the west shore of the Hudson
river. I decided to model the River division of the
New York Central in the 50's. I would be prototypical!
Researching the NYC was fascinating, but a few
problems arose. The River division around 1954
was a pretty dull place. Yes, there were remnants of
bygone glory days of the West Shore (as it was
known), but it had turned into a through freight line
on the opposite shore of the Hudson from the NYC
passenger operations. While the car float and commuter ferry operations were still active, Passenger
service was all but dead or farmed out to the
NYO&W. Worse yet, most of the interesting industries were farther west on the Central.
I was stuck! The solution (and the point of this message) was not to limit my layout to follow the pro-

totype, but to expand the prototype to follow my
layout. It was the best of both worlds: the discipline
of following a prototype with the flexibility of freelancing.
It meant rewriting the history of the West Shore and
making some adjustments to geography. I am not
the first to take this approach, but the results have
been very satisfying. My NYC research had given
me a great background of prototype information.
My New York West Shore & Buffalo merged with
Vanderbilt's New York Central in 1885 but retained
its corporate identity. It retained its premerger relationships with Nickel Plate at Buffalo and later with
the Erie at Campbell Hall. It developed a strong
passenger service including first class services that
merged with some the NYC name trains at Albany.
The history of New York changed as well. The
iconic GE works at Schenectady was actually build
along the Hudson. Ford also build a large assembly
plant on the shores of the river.

Louisiana Sugar Cane Railroads
When Leon Godchaux, the King of Sugar, bought
his first Baldwin 0-4-4- T in 1895, he ushered in the
Golden Age of Louisiana plantation railroads. At
its peak in 1925, southern Louisiana had over 150
plantation railroads, 3,000 miles of track, 500 locomotives and over 15,000 pieces of rolling stock.
The latter, consisting mostly of a wide assortment
of “cane cars”, hauled cut sugar cane from the field
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to the mill. All plantations used different types of
cane cars to suit their own needs. Some were wood,
some were steel, and all were unique. The Southcoast Corporation, which owned over 26 plantations, offered more than 1,600 cane cars. They used
40’, 10 ton, 4 truck cane cars with knuckle couplers
over a 3’ narrow gauge railroad. (Continued on page 2)

Louisiana Sugar Cane Railroads
(Continued from page 1)

Just a few miles away, the Westfield Plantation used
15’ wood cars with a single 4-wheel truck and link
and pin couplers over a 30” narrow gauge railroad.
Most of the little tea kettles, as these small narrow
gauge locomotives were called, traversed over 3’
gauge tramroads. “Tramroads” were the name locals
used for plantation railroads. There was a smattering
of two foot and 30” gauge, and three standard gauge
tramroads. The most unique standard gauge plantation railroad belonged to the Pelican State Plantation
in West Feliciana Parish. Two coal fired 2-6-2s
worked 3,000 acres of sugar cane fields cultivated by
guests of the State of Louisiana. That’s right. The
state penitentiary at Angola produced a vast array of
agricultural products using inmate labor. Although
the trains are long gone, the cane fields are still hoed
by prisoners.
Sugar Cane was primarily grown south of Baton
Rouge. The old saying in Bayou Country is “Cane to
the South, Cotton to the North.” All plantations were
situated near water, especially on either side of the
Mississippi from Baton Rouge to New Orleans, affectionately known as the “River Road.” The other water
source was furnished by bayous Teche, Terrebonne,
Lafourche and Plaquemine. In fact, water played a
far more important role in the transportation of sugar
cane and sugar by-products than main line railroads
in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. Small paddle
wheeled boats would push barges loaded with sugar
cane from one plantation to a mill, and finished sugar
products to New Orleans for export around the world.
The Mississippi river became the front yard of these
magnificent palaces prior to the 1920’s. During this
time, over 100 sugar plantations dotted the banks of
the Mississippi from Baton Rouge to New Orleans.
The river was also used in the place of roads, as the
latter didn’t come into being until the mid 1920’s.
Since the first Mansion appeared along the river in
the late 18th century, one could look downstream from
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the top of one of the massive oaks and see his
neighbor’s grand homes. That all changed in the summer of 1927 when a great flood from a hurricane put
most of south Louisiana under water. State and federal building programs increased the height of the
levees that paralleled the river from 3 to 30 feet.
Paved roads were also added on both banks of the
Mississippi during the first part of the 20th century.
Many of these plantation homes are still standing today, and have been used as the backdrops for countless movies. To one who has been “plantation hunting” in Louisiana, the names of Houmas House, Bocage, Oak Alley, Laura and San Francisco will be
recognizable. Sadly on most guided tours of these
wonderful old homes, the tour guide neglects to mention the railroads that were winding through the thousands of acres of sugar cane that surrounded these
homes.
The modeling possibilities of Louisiana Sugar Cane
plantations and surrounding areas are endless. For
starters, a layout can be multi gauge, multi scale, and
include urban areas, waterways, docks, water transportation, passenger trains, agricultural industries,
stately homes, forests, swamps, magnificent trees,
lots of steam locomotives, Mardi Gras festivities and
even a prison.
Operating a sugar cane railroad can be a challenge as
well. Unlike operating a main line railroad, no timetable or rule book exists. All of the operation takes
place on the plantation. As mentioned, earlier main
line railroads had little place at sugar plantations until
a few decades into the 20th century. Most of the finished agricultural products were transported to market by water, and goods arrived at plantations and
towns by the same method. If a plantation didn’t have
a mill for processing the cut cane, it was sent down
stream to a neighboring plantation for processing into
sugar, molasses or syrup. Operation consisted of the
yardmaster making up a consist of empty cane cars
which were dispatched to the fields to cut the cane.
(Continued on page 3)
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Louisiana Sugar Cane Railroads
(Continued from page 2)

These trains also took workers into the field and returned them to the “quarter houses” after the day was
done. After the empty cane cars were dropped off at
the field, another locomotive returned to the field to
pick up full cars to bring them to a scale for weighing.
The full cars were placed on storage tracks, and then
shunted from the scale to the conveyor belt where the
cane was ground; the remaining juice was boiled, and
eventually crystallized to become refined sugar. A byproduct of the cut cane was bagasse (pronounced buh
gas’). It is the fibrous material that surrounds the sugar
in the cane stalk. Bagasse was originally used as fuel,
but in the 1920’s, began to be used as “fiber board”.
To this day the Celotex Corporation manufactures millions of board feet of this product for distribution
throughout the United States and the world. Bagasse
was also a product shipped by water and later by main
line railroads. By the early twenties main line railroads
also hauled other types of sugar products such as molasses, syrup, bagged sugar and a product called black
strap molasses used as animal feed. Tank cars, in
some instances hauled molasses and other liquid sugar
products to market.
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to the mill. Steam tractors on flat cars were hauled to
the field for planting. A weed killing car was hooked
to the back of a cane car consist to clear the track from
weeds. Several plantation railroads had passenger
cars which were attached to locomotives to carry passengers from plantation to plantation, and from docks
to various towns along bayous and rivers. They also
ferried school children from plantations to schools
which were usually on one plantation, to serve the
needs of the surrounding communities. Southdown
had a homemade passenger car in contrast to Laura
Plantation’s two ancient wood passenger cars converted to 3 foot gauge from standard gauge. After
converting from water transportation to main line railroads, operating sessions could entail drop offs and
pickups of goods to the plantation. Then the refined
bag sugar, molasses in tank cars and raw cane could
be also taken to mills jointly owned by several plantations.

In November, I will give a more detailed clinic on
Louisiana Sugar Cane Railroads. We’ll discuss the
history of sugar cane production in Louisiana, the
sugar cane making process, a sample operating session, the development of plantation railroads, locomotives and rolling stock that served them. We’ll also
Cane fields were planted every four years and only the discuss ways to convert all of this information into a
fields that were harvested were involved in the major- model railroad and scenes, structures and scenery that
ity of railroad operations. However, the plantation rail- could be used in such an enterprise.
roads did a lot more than haul cut cane from the field

Godchaux Yard, circa 1910 at the
beginning of the harvesting season.
Cars on the storage tracks are
loaded with cut sugar cane that
will be sent to the grinding wheels
in the mill for extracting juice.
Godchaux utilized a 3 foot gauge
tramway, called, the Mississippi
River Sugar Belt Railroad
(Louisiana State Museum).
(Continued on page 4)
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Louisiana Sugar Cane Railroads
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(Continued from page 3)

Lulu Factory Scale House, part of the 3
foot narrow gauge Lulu Plantation Railroad near Belle Rose, Louisiana. All
cars were weighed before going to the
mill for processing. Note the link and
pin couplers on this all wood car. (C. W.
Witbeck Collection).

Magnificent Houmas House near Burnside, Louisiana. Houmas House had one of the largest
sugar mills in the state and a vast railroad network. Although still standing and available for
public tours, a visitor to this wonderful home will
never hear about this plantation railroad from any
tour guides that escort you through the house and
grounds( Louisiana Plantation Homes).

Godchaux Sugar Mill Complex-Field in
the foreground is ready for Harvest.
Smoke Stacks are from the boiling kettles
that turn sugar cane juice into sugar crystals. Locomotive is in route to pick up
empties from the yard and bring them to
the field to load cut sugar cane. (W.E.
Butler Collection).

Godchaux number 4, a 2-6-0 Baldwin built
in 1904, with a full head of steam in route
to the fields with empties to be filled with
cut sugar cane (Louisiana State University,
Department of Agriculture).
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Railroad Tunnels
I had just finished reading “Historic Alpine Tunnel”
by Dow Helmers, a book about the history of the Alpine Tunnel that led me to get some additional railroad tunnel facts.
No railroad in Colorado crosses the continental divide above ground, they all cross in tunnels. The Alpine Tunnel was the first to tunnel under the continental divide, built by the Denver South Park and Pacific Railroad, 1,771.7 feet long, altitude 11,523.7
feet. The tunnel was both uphill and downhill with an
apex inside. It was started in January 1880, completed 1881 at a cost of $275,000.00 . It closed February 1890, and reopened July 1895. In1887 the
Hagerman Tunnel was completed by the Colorado
Midland Railroad. It was 2,061 ft. long, altitude
11,528 feet. Both railroads fought staggering battles
with snow. When the Busk-Ivanhoe tunnel, 9,394 feet
long, altitude 10,948 feet. (later renamed Carlton
tunnel) was built in the same location almost 600 feet
lower in elevation the Hagerman Tunnel was abandoned. When the Colorado Midland ceased operation
it was used as an automobile tunnel. The only narrow
-gauge railroad tunnels in use in the US are near
Toltec Gorge In 1927 the Moffat Tunnel route was
completed, it includes 28 tunnels. The Moffat Tunnel
is 6.2 miles long, altitude 9,242 feet. It cost about 18
million 1927 dollars. The Tennessee Pass Tunnel is
2,550 feet long, altitude 10,221 feet, the highest in
current use. The longest tunnel in the western hemi-

sphere is the Cascade Tunnel, 7.7 miles in length,
built by the Great Northern Railway. The spiral tunnels of the Canadian Pacific Railroad in British Columbia are two tunnels in separate mountains, making a 3,206 foot loop in one mountain gaining 54 feet
in elevation then entering the other mountain and
gaining 45 feet in the second loop of 2,890 feet. The
two loops in the mountains form a figure 8. The first
US railroad tunnel was built by Alleghany Portage
Railroad in Pennsylvania, 1833, 901 feet long, abandoned 1854. The Louisville & Nashville Railroad,
Bee Rock Tunnel, 30 feet long is the shortest tunnel
in the US. Natural Tunnel in Virginia is the only
natural railroad tunnel in the world. Southern Pacific,
until abandoning it in 1958, had a unique 163 foot
tunnel that had only one portal and went nowhere, it
was the tail end of a wye. The Tehachapi Loop in
California goes through 15 tunnels. The longest railway tunnel in the world is the Simplon Tunnel, Swiss
-Italian border built in 1922, 12.32 miles long. The
highest altitude railroad tunnel is the Central Railway
of Peru, Galera Tunnel, 15,694 feet altitude. Oxygen
is carried for the people. The first railway tunnel is
England’s Stoddart Tunnel built in 1796 for horse
drawn rail cars. The first tunnel for steam locomotives was the Pentrebach Tunnel built in 1804. England’s six mile long Canterbury & Whitstable Railway had a tunnel that was not needed but built to give
passengers a thrill.

Beaneries
This article is about eating on the railroad. I don't
mean eating a bag of chips in the locomotive cab. I
mean eating during your lunch period.
Where to eat and what to eat was a very important
concern on the railroad. I can say that when I was on
the Mop, we ate very well. Of course, we had to pay
for it, but we did get a $2.75 meal allotment. That
wasn't a lot of money, even in 1980, but you could
spend more than that from your own pocket if you
wanted.

Don Formanek

David N. Currey

Few railroaders brown bagged it. I think I knew one
or two who did, and there were a few who lived in
Angleton and would drive home to eat instead of eating in a restaurant with the crew. I don't recall who
made the decision on where to eat, but that was
probably the prerogative of the engineer and conductor. The eating agreement with the Brotherhood of
Locomotive Engineers stated that the engineers
would get a one-hour sit-down meal during a tour of
duty. I think I recall that the eating agreement with
(Continued on page 6)
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David N. Currey

(Continued from page 5)

the conductors and brakemen stated that the conductor and brakemen would eat where the engineer ate.
The only places with many choices were Angleton
and Bay City. Both of these had multiple establishments. We seldom ate in Bay City, though, because
trains were seldom held there, though if they were,
that's where you'd eat when the meal time came. I can
only remember one place we ate at there, and I don't
remember where it was at. Angleton had several restaurants at motels. There was also a really good “soul
food” place I ate at several times. The food there was
unbelievably good.
For the next part of this article, I'll describe the eating
establishments in the towns from north to south starting at Brownie.
Brownie: Nothing.
Liverpool: Convenience store. Never ate there.
Maybe got a snack once in a while.
Danbury: Really good barbecue place 4 miles from
Angleton—favorite of many crews. Would eat there
during Angleton stop.
Angleton: Multiple motel restaurants and several
other good establishments.
Lake Jackson: Not on the mainline, but had a 24-hour
restaurant close enough for us to be limoed to during
the wee hours.
Brazoria: Really good barbecue place. Probably
something else there, but the barbecue place was
close to the tracks, so we could walk.
Sweeney: Several restaurants, but we hardly ever ate
there.
Bay City: Numerous restaurants, but seldom ate
there.
Buckeye: Nothing.
Elmaton: Nothing.
Blessing: Fantastic family buffet style restaurant at
the Blessing Hotel.
Francitas: Nothing. (I don't know why this place had
a station sign. There was only the mainline, and it's
not even listed in the timetable.)
Laward: Convenience store. (Nice place to get a cup
of ice cream.)
Lolita: Restaurant right next to the tracks known for
its pies.

Vanderbilt: The “Beanery” was a small cafe with a
railroad contract. At any hour of the day or night, the
lady who ran this restaurant could be called up to
cook meals for the crews. The food, while pretty basic, was quite good.
Most of the time we ate in Angleton on through
freights, as we could do that while the train was being
switched. We usually ate in other towns only if we
were going to be held there for an extended period
that would encompass the normal eating period.
Sometimes, under the proper circumstances, a bit of
conniving might go on by the conductor or engineer
to get us to eat somewhere good. Example:
“Dispatcher, if we're going to be sitting here for a
couple of hours at this bridge stop order, you might
send a limo and take us to eat at the Blessing Hotel.
Then we'll be ready to highball through Angleton
when they can turn us loose.”
Traveling switchers would eat somewhere along their
route or in the town they were based in. The exceptions were some of the chemical plant traveling
switchers that spent a majority of their time in the
plant. They would usually eat in the plant. The
Amoco plant at Chocolate Bayou had machines you
could get meals out of. At the Monsanto plant at
Chocolate Bayou, I usually brought a sack lunch. On
Thursday nights, the regular conductor would bring
boudin for the entire crew—a pleasant bonus. The
Sweeney Traveling Switcher usually ate at a restaurant in town after they completed their morning intown switching before going to the Philips plant at
Old Ocean.
I haven't covered the eating habits of the Middle and
Southern Divisions, as I did not work down there
long enough really to have much recollection about
where they usually ate at. I do remember things such
as cutting off the locomotive, running it down the
mainline, and parking it behind a restaurant at
Woodsboro or perhaps Refugio to eat while it
blocked the mainline. (We had track and time for
this.) And there was a fantastic Valley-style Mexican
food place in Harlingen.
(Continued on page 7)
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Nothing got a train crew hotter quicker than to tell
them they didn't have time to eat. Of course, the union agreement with the engineers guaranteed this eating period, but there may have been extenuating circumstances where a meal period could be skipped. I
do seem to remember that, after the Union Pacific
took over, meal periods were seldom violated. In fact,
I recall once hearing an engineer grumble something
to the effect of, “I wish they wouldn't leave us in the

David N. Currey

restaurant for so long. You can only ask for refills on
your tea so many times before the waitresses start
looking at you funny.”
One meal period at a motel restaurant in Bay City
cost me my Bulova railroad wristwatch. I took it off
to wash my hands after eating. When I rushed back
about two minutes later to get it, it had already
“walked off”.
Time to tie up and eat off the clock.

Makes You Want to Cry– Goodbye WVW

Just before last OP session on WVW

Nitro ready to move out the window

Tlaquepaque

Steve and Ed removing mountain at Fayette

Fayette being lowered out the window (Fayette and Nitro were
sold as one piece to model railroader building new layout)

Driveway with 20X6 foot pile of WVW bench
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Using a Digitrax Aux Decoder to Control Hidden Staging
My layout has a four track hidden staging yard. I
used a Digtrax DS64 auxiliary decoder allow a
pushbutton selection of a staging track and LED indication of the track selected.
The wiring is represented as shown in the diagram.
The power to the decoder is directly from track
power (I use an second bus for my switch machines).
The DS64 is programmed for four inputs and four
paired outputs set to run a tortoise stall motor. Each
of the three tortoises is wired in series with a bi-polar
bi-color LED (Red with current in one direction,
green with current in the opposite direction). The
DS64 manual covers how to program the decoder. It's

Richard Louvet

not difficult, just a little tedious. I use EasyDCC. The
diagram shows the Digitrax/EasyDCC nomenclature
to make programming easier.
With four tracks and three switch machines, the
LEDs wired to the machines can represent only three
tracks. If track four is selected, all the LEDs show
red. The diagram shows a fourth "dummy" circuit
wired with the LED and limiting resistor. When track
four is selected this LED shows green.
The pushbuttons and track selection LEDs are
mounted on a panel along with LEDs to show which
tracks are occupied.
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September Minutes
Meeting minutes September 3, 2013
President Dick Louvet called the meeting to order at
7:00PM and welcomed all current members and
guests. We had one visitor from Brenham.
This month's program was introduced:
David Currey on the “The Official Guide of the Railways”
David opened with samples of period ads from
Guides and a short period movie to set the tone.
The Guides were used to publish schedules and
routes of the railroads. In 1868 it was about 200
pages long. It grew to about 1700 pages by 1930 then
down to 900 pages in the late 1960's. It was published
once a month. Today you can use historic Guides to:
research period passenger and freight train schedules,
check what connections were made between trains/
railroads, locate passenger stations, determine a period passenger train consists, among many others.
David stepped us through a sample L&N passenger
train schedule from Cincinnati to New Orleans that
listed all the intermediate stations as well as arrival
and departure times.
There are overall route maps of the railroad in the
United States in the Guide. These maps are not drawn
to scale, but as straight lines between towns to show
connections. David walled us through several example of how to use these Guides to find out various
information on how passenger trains were run and
how their consists change along the routes base on
time of day and passenger needs.
David told us you can find copies of Guides from $5
to $40 on eBay, Amazon.com, taplines.biz, NMRA
conventions, and area model train shows, among others.
David drew a name for a door prize of a December
1956 Guide. Jim Lemmond won the Guide.
Next month will be program will be a round table on
electronics.
Then:
November: Phil Stewart on LA sugar cane
December: Christmas Party
The minutes from last month were approved as published in the Derail.

Gilbert Freitag

Treasurer's report, Gilbert Freitag:
Expenses:
none
Income:
none
$7,269.43 Ending balance
Club Brochures: Bob Werre has a mockup ready the
needs a few tweaks. Steve Sandifer is helping with
this and it will go to print in the coming weeks.
About 1000 copies will be printed along with some
plastic display cases.
Website: The website is up and running again with
our new webmaster Brian Jansky.
LSR:
Beaumont will be hosting the 2015 LSR Convention,
chaired by George Bohn.
Division 8:
no report
Derail: Bob Sabol
Bob reported we have several emails that are no
longer valid and “bounce back” each month. Contact
Bob with your current email if you are not getting the
Derail emailed to you. The “invalid” addresses will
be deleted from the distribution list soon.
NMRA:
no report
New Business:
Fall layout Tours: Craig Brantley
Craig is about 2 weeks away from going to print with
the fall tour sheets. Contact Craig ASAP for any last
minute changes. The Web version will be continually
updated but the printed versions will not be able to be
updated.
Fall officer elections:
Nominating committee Robert Ashcraft and Steve
Sandifer worked up the slate of candidates for the
elections: Dick Louvet – Pres, Rex Ritz – Vice pres,
Gilbert Freitag – Sec/Treas, Robert Ashcraft – Director at large. No nominations were received from
(continued on page 10
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Gilbert Freitag

(Continued from page 9)

the floor. All nominees were elected by voice vote
from the floor. Thanks to those who served last year
and to those who will start/continue to serve in the
next 12 months.

Greater Houston Train Show, Feb 15th, 2015
Robert Ashcraft is taking orders for sales tables at
$30 each. Vendors are signing up. Contact Robert for
a table before they sell out.

Vice President Rex asked for ideas for programs for
next spring's meetings. Contact Rex to volunteer for a
program or to suggest an idea for one.

Old Business:
Don Bozman has enough HO, plastic wheels sets
with pointed metal axles for now. Thanks to those
that contributed

Bill Hughes' wife is selling a “huge” bound MR
magazine collection, 1938 to present. These are not
magazines in binders, these are bound in hardback
book format.

Refreshments were thanks to Tom Bailey, Emmy
Freitag, and Virginia Freitag.
Next month will be by Tom Bailey.

Craig Brantley announced that Charlie Getz has set
the date for the 2015 NMRA national Convention the
week before the 2015 Narrow Gauge Convention in
Houston. We hope the closeness of the dates doesn't
hurt attendance.

Meeting adjourned at 8:40 PM
General comments:
-Respectfully submitted, Gilbert Freitag,
Secretary / Treasurer

Announcements
Northwest Model Rail Road Crossings is having another swap day. It will be Saturday, October 12th at the
NWXMRCC Club house in Northwest Mall from 10 to 2 PM. Anyone is welcome to come and sell, buy, or
trade their items. Last spring was a good time meeting fellow RR people and chatting.
A new email chat list has been created on Yahoo Groups for members of SJMRRC. This will be for discussions, announcements, requests for help, and other information regarding SJMRRC, model trains, or prototype trains in general.
Go to: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/SJMRRC to request to be added to the list.
Don Bozman wishes to thank each of you who donated plastic wheels to the Texas Children's Hospital. Your
combined generosity has satisfied both their current and future needs, so he will not need to beg for any more.
The word through the Rock Island historical society list is that the folks at the Galveston Museum are selling
off the Anacapa and the #403 ATSF business car. Apparently either or both are too badly damaged from Ike
for the museum to effect adequate repairs. An outfit out of the Austin area code called Sterling Rail is offering them.

The election of officers was held in September. Congratulations to the following officers who will
serve for the next 12 months.
President - Dick Louvet
Vice President - Rex Ritz
Secretary/Treasurer - Gilbert Freitag
Director at Large - Robert Ashcraft
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San Jac RR Club Meetings take place
the first Tuesday of each month

Bayland Community Center
6400 Bissonnet St. Houston,Tx
Click here for directions

Visitors are always welcome!

Officers
President: Richard Louvet
rlouvet@att.net
Vice-President: Rex Ritz
icrex@yahoo.com
Secretary/Treasurer: Gilbert Freitag
gilbertfreitag@att.net
Director: Robert Ashcraft
crash8473@comcast.net

Derail Staff
Editor: Bob Sabol
bsabol@stillmeadow.com
Production: Terri Brogoitti
tbrogoitti@stillmeaow.com
Regular Contributors:
Henri Morris
morris-hou@att.net
David Currey

texasandlouisiana@msn.com

sanjac.leoslair.com
Do Not Use www.

Next Meeting
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 1
Our October clinic will be a Wiring/Control roundtable. This panel of
experts will be chaired by Kelly Russell. This is your chance to get
help with your wiring and control problems from people with a wealth
of practical solutions. Time permitting, we will look at current and
future control trends in the hobby.
Based on the success of the Operations roundtable in April, you won't
want to miss this clinic!
Refreshments to be provided by Tom Bailey and Virginia Freitag

Video Corner
Feynman explains how trains stay on train tracks
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y7h4OtFDnYE

Webmaster: Chris Whitehead

Guess the Layout!

Answer to September’s Guess the Layout: Al Partlow
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